Introduction
A detailed and exact estimation is a very much needed element of an optimal wound care. The wound assessment process is required be carried to study the severity of the wound for estimating the expected wound healing time and to prepare the required action plan to care the wound within that expected healing time. To act as a reliable output which can be used to understand the wound treatment programs effectiveness. The extent of the wound measurement in the prime wound assessment process is a vital parameter [16, 48, 82] .
Various methods to estimate the size of the wound have been devised, developed and authenticated which includes wound criteria like surface area of the wound, volume of the wound, depth of the wound and length and breadth of the wound [8, 9, 10, 76, 75] . Many methods have been developed and proved and all are compared with to one another. Even though having its own inherent advantages and disadvantages in estimating wound size, the methods which are estimating wound surface area are proved to be exact and reliable compared to the methods used for wound depth or volume measurement [25, 68, 83, 86] . Different methods are used to assess the area of the wound surface are compared and it is observed that though the sterophotographic estimation may be exact, the facing of the wound on a transparent acetate or calculations performed with the length or width measurements are reliable and simple to use [79] .
Wound bioburden and wound severity [79] are the other factors required to be included in a wound assessment process to determine the wound healing status. This requires the verification of the exudate of the wound and necrotic tissue type, the quality and characteristics of necrotic and granulation reepitheliazation, the viability assessment of the periulcer skin and the edge of the wound [79] . Wound Healing Scale(WHS), the Sessing Scale, Sussman Wound Healing Tool(SWHT), the Pressure Ulcer Scale for Healing (PUSH), and the Pressure Sure Status Tool (PSST) [64] are the different type of tools designed and developed for using in the wound assessment process.
Minimum two of these scales namely PSST and sessing scale have enough valid and reliable measuring wound healing in chronic pressure ulcers was putforth by the recent reviews on these wound status measurement tools [61, 64, 66 ]. An expert health care professional one who has been trained in wound evaluation conducts a bedside assessment of the wound edge and bed, and periulcer skin assigns a number to the wound which describes best the observations conducted. Presently available types of instruments are for the wound assess except the one WHS are meant only to use on pressure ulcers.
None of the above discussed proved to be yielding accurate assessment regarding the appearance of chronic vascular leg ulcers like arterial, diabetic or venous ulcers etc.
Recent study on home medicare agencies in US reveals that about 75% of them include a wound photograph as one of the document procedure [1, 3, 48] . In addition to this lot of publication explains the method of wound evaluation performance strongly recommends the use of wound photographs in order to capture the wound status. The photographs need not come into contact with the wound is great advantage of the usage of wound photograph also it identifies the dimension of the ulcer and the type of tissues present in the wound bed as Hughes putforth only a medical photograph transfers more information to a health professionals then subjective descriptions since they are open to misinterpretation. In a health care a patient was given a medical reimbursement using photo documentation. To help the lab technician in wound healing documentation process many types of automatic and computerized technologies which can capture and analysed photograph of chronic wounds have been developed. In addition to this the wound images can be transmitted electronically to a far off location with respect to the healing status for expert consultation by a wound care
professional. This method of telemedicine enables a patient with chronic wound to get optimal wound cares who are not admitted in a bigger health centers. As of today about 83% of dermatologic status has been precisely diagnosized by using the services of telemedicines.
In the recent survey it was demonstrated that health care professional observing a wound image using latest imaging technology by a computer were capable of determining the presence or absence of wound descriptors and agreed up on the basic wound management decisions like the requirement of further investigation to a patient [36, 37] . Inspite of the relative use of wound photographs frequently to document the healing of the wound it is not clear whether a valid and reliable assessment of wound status can be provided by these visual images.
The goal of this research work is to precisely assess the healing status of the wound and this can be carried out by capturing the wound images as a foremost task. To capture accurate wound images there are many tools like photographic wound assessment tool (PWAT) [18] are available now a days and for classifying these images high performance classifiers are required. Wound Image Analysis Classifier (WIAC) is one among the classifiers used widely.
Briefly about the Chapter
Wounds are formed by the increase in number of damage of tissues. The age old and commonly practical method of assessing the wound healing status is to periodic measurement of the area covered by the wound. The measurement of the area covered by the wound at a specific time interval is the age old method of accessing the status of the wound healing. The two fundamental methods of classifying the wound healing status are contact and non contact method and the main purpose of this thesis is to assess precisely the method of healing status to be adapted. The foremost activity to be carried out is the wound image capturing for the accurate wound assessment. There are more proven instrument such as photographic wound assessment tool (PWAT) available for capturing the wound images with high performance [18] . The determination of validity and reliability to assess the appearance of the wound using the PWAT process for both chronic and leg ulcers caused due to inadequate vascular is very important since the characteristics of various types of wounds like arterial, venous, diabetic and pressure ulcers vary significantly. Using high performance segmentation techniques the area of the wound required to be segmented and then the segmented wound required to be preprocessed to bring down the level of noise using efficient filters and denoising techniques. The requirement of high performance classifier is a must for the classification of wound images and wound image analysis classifier (WIAC) is one of this type and this includes two phases namely segmentation phase and classification phase.
Segmentation Phase
The figure Generate Transparent Layer base The segmented wound image consists of pixels, whose brightness of tissue colors varies with location in a wound. The Pixel Region of the tissues superimposes the transparent overlay pixels over the image which defines the group of pixels that are displayed, in extreme close-up view, in the transparent overlay window. Transparency which is referred as value can be specified for the region of interest of wound image as valuemap, which behaves in a way analogous to colormaps. The transparent overlay window shows the pixels at high magnification, overlaying each pixel with its numeric value. For RGB images, we find three numeric values, one for each band of the image. We can also determine the current position of the pixel region in the target image by using the pixel 3. It efficiently segment the wound area and pre process to bring the level of noise using efficient filters and denoising techninique.
4. The WIAC frame work developed during segmentation helps to monitor the wound by the doctors remotely when uploaded by the patient.
5. WIAC analyse the healing rate and time required based on the colour descriptors.
Wound Image Analysis Classifier
The development of a user interactive device for the assessment of the wound healing status accurately sitting from a far off location is The time taken by the WIAC classifier can be reduced considerably by taking various steps as listed below.
1. Preprocessing of the wound and super impose of transparent layer on the segmented wound will reduce the intensity of the colour present in that segmented wound.
2. Development of user interactive device (tool) to assess the wound remotely.
3. By using appropriate segmentayion technique, extraction of the wound boundaries and depth will be calculated.
4. Choosing the wound image from the data base of open sources available online.
5. Classifying the wounds based on the colour descriptors and by labeling them as "0" or "1" or "2".
6. Involving the Transparent Layers which is an automatic method of healing process.
Summary
This chapter discusses about a framework which helps in monitoring of the wound remotely by analysing, classifying and treating of the wound in non contact manner effectively. The classifier developed in this chapter is compared with traditional classifiers like SVM, K-NN and proved to be efficient based on measuring classifier parameters like sensitivity, specificity, success rate, accuracy. The 
